HOGAN TECHNOLOGY ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF A NEW BRANCH LOCATION IN
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA

EASTHAMPTON, MA— April
19, 2012 — Hogan Technology,
formerly Hogan
Communications is pleased the
opening of a new branch office
and managed support facility in
North Myrtle Beach. The new
office supports a variety of
applications in Hogan
Technology’s business model.
The office is a disaster recovery
facility, creating a fully
redundant office that can
support our customers and our
Easthampton office. The office
is staffed with dedicated help
desk technicians that support
everyday support at Hogan and
also creates a true physically
redundant failover in case of a
regional outage in New England.
The owners, Sean and Andy
Hogan saw the need to create a
physically redundant support

solution in response to the
critical weather conditions that
New England faced in 2011.
Their data and voice
solutions are completely
survivable in case of a regional
emergency. That way Hogan
always has the ability to support
and connect to our customers.
Sean Hogan was asked to
comment on the new facility and
he was quoted on saying, “we
need to have the ability to
connect to our customers
24/7/365, our SC office gives us
that capability3, we also plan on
creating a sales presence in the
SC office and hiring positions
for sales and technical.” He
added, “Our business is not
regional anymore, we support
customers throughout the
country with our affiliations,
technology can be supported

from anywhere and we need to
have the team in place to service
our customers.
ABOUT HOGAN
TECHNOLOGY
Hogan Technology is a
business technology company
that specializes in increasing
customer profitability and
efficiency through the use of
technology. Hogan Technology
is operated out of Easthampton,
MA and employs staff,
engineers and technicians
throughout the region. Hogan is
a locally owned company led by
Andrew Hogan, RCDD and
Sean Hogan. The company has
been in operation for over 25
years. For more information,
please call 800.929.5201 or visit
www.TeamHogan.com.

